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OBJECTIVE

Looking to leverage my 7+ years of experience in web applications development and technical
team-leading skills into a position where I get to motivate and mentor a team of engineers and
orchestrate building the next big online platform.

EXPERIENCE

Sep. ’14 — present

Teaching Assistant .......German University in Cairo (Cairo / Berlin Campus)

Pursing my M.Sc. studies in the field of Image Processing and Computer Vision. My thesis discusses
building an indoor localization system which relies on images taken by a mobile device and a database of
geotagged images to predict a person’s location inside indoor structures, such as buildings, where GPS is
not available. Alongside, responsible for teaching and organizing technical events related to the latest
technologies in the fields of web and mobile development, for 4 th year Computer Science students.

Dec. ’13 — Dec. ’14

Sr. Backend Rails Developer ......................................................Robusta

Responsible for the development of the backend supporting LetsApp, a mobile social platform for events.
The backend provides several secure endpoints on which the mobile applications, both iOS and Android,
depend heavily. Similarly, responsible for the development of Limopedia and internal backend tools for EMC²
and P&G.

Jan. ’13 — Nov. ’13

System Analyst (PS Consultant) ............Etisalat Misr (Teradata Outsource)

Designed analysis reports for different departments including marketing, sales, customer care and
finance, using SAP BusinessObjects Tools (Crystal Reports, Desktop/Web Intelligence, InfoView, etc).
Designed automated solutions for complicated and recurring reports using dynamic and automated reporting
layers. Acted as second line support for all DWH live BI solutions. Analyzed business needs and transformed
them into technical requirements to be implemented according to their feasibility.

Dec. ’11 — Aug. ’13

Product Owner/Rails Developer ...............................................mash, Ltd

Was in charge for multiple projects during their initiation and early development phases, including Nabda
Care and Nabda Net, being responsible for contacting and meeting with the clients, delegating the
requirements to the project managers team, and making sure they were met according to the clients’
expectations.

Nov. ’10 — Dec ’11

Technical Team Lead/Rails Developer ......................................mash, Ltd

Lead a software development team through over 3 projects, including Speakol (previously Naqeshny) and
NasTrends, in which I was ensuring the requirements were delivered on time, and that any obstacles that
might have arose were handled cleverly.

Jun. ’08 — Nov. ’10

Web/Mobile Developer.............................................................mash, Ltd

Worked on several projects, as a Ruby on Rails web developer, and later a team leading developer. My
main objectives were to get things done in time using different programming languages and help my
colleagues, and intern web developers understand the company’s protocols and conventions that were
followed during the development phases of the projects including FilBalad, Meetphool, and LiveAds.

EDUCATION

B.Sc. in Digital Media Engineering and Technology, July 2012, with a cumulative GPA of 1.69
(Grade B, Ranked 9th).
Bachelor Thesis: “Head and Eye–Tracking” using OpenCV over C/C++ (Grade A).
German University in Cairo (GUC), Al-Tagamoa Al-Khames, New Cairo. Egypt.

SKILLS

Ruby on Rails
PHP
Ruby
Python

✭✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✭✭
✭✭✩✩✩

HTML5/CSS3/JS
MongoDB/NoSQL
Java
Android

✭✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✩✩
✭✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✩✩

MySQL/*SQL
Server Admin.
C/C++
Objective-C

✭✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✩✩
✭✭✭✭✩
✭✭✭✩✩

Arabic

✭✭✭✭✭

English

✭✭✭✭✭

German

✭✭✩✩✩

Topics of interest: Web Development, Cloud Computing, Parallel Programming and Concurrency, Networking and
Socket Programming, Database Design and Optimization, Data Structures and OO–Programming,
and UI/UX Development.

